Such studies are thus often unrepresentative for monitoring the types of traits that may be under selection in the wild. Dealing with these methodological issues is a major focus of this special issue.
There has, nevertheless, been a leap in our understanding of parasitic manipulation over the past few years. Part of the advance has been due to recent developments in neuroscience and molecular technologies, and this special issue highlights these successes. However, it also demonstrates the need for a multi-disciplinary integration of studies concerning the molecular, biochemical and physiological aspects of infection with studies on the evolutionary, ecological and behavioural functions of host behavioural change. How parasites manipulate their hosts is not an arcane topic, fascinating merely because it inspires the macabre (e.g. Schlozman, 2011) . There are practical reasons for understanding how they exert their effects. Parasites are ubiquitous -and many have a predilection for the 'immunologically privileged' site of the central nervous system because it shelters them from the full fury of the host's immune system (Galea et al., 2007) . However, this location also provides a parasite with direct 'access to the machinery' to alter host behaviour. Classic examples include the protozoan Toxoplasma gondii, where parasite-induced changes in the behaviour of its rodent intermediate host appear to enhance transmission to the feline definitive host (Webster, 2007) . What T. gondii does to manipulate its rodent host is highly germane, as it appears to be doing the same thing in human brains. Papers in this issue present evidence that T. gondii also alters human behaviour and may be involved in the etiology of serious mental disorders such as schizophrenia. The latter also highlights the utility of studying natural host-parasite manipulations as potential avenues for further research into animal models of specific human affective disorder symptoms. Unfortunately, however, the public health significance of such parasitic infections on the pathogenesis, prognosis, treatment and outcome of human disease, especially perhaps those of the brain and 'mind', is still underappreciated.
Parasites also provide a unique window into the functioning of the uninfected brain. Neurobiologists tend to manipulate a subject's behaviour using approaches that target specific neural areas and/or specific neurotransmitter systems. Parasites use other, often multiple, mechanisms, far 'sloppier' in their neuroanatomical targets but still capable of precise behavioural control. Such multiple routes likely reflect that we are dealing with selection and evolution rather than 'intelligent design'. Nevertheless, the multifaceted approach of parasites illustrates novel methods for Thus, the research discussed in this special issue opens new opportunities for further research. One successful outcome of The Journal of Experimental Biology symposium (hosted by The Company of Biologists) that generated this special issue is the determination of many of the participants to carry out research that synthesizes information and approaches from multiple levels of analysis. We hope that this issue will help stimulate and foster further multi-disciplinary research and collaboration.
